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> A message from our CEO
“Unprecedented!” was undoubtably the
word of the 2020, with immeasurably
more words written on the topic of
Covid-19. Our contribution was action
rather than words, so what follows
demonstrates the contribution that my
extraordinary team made to our
community when they needed us.
Our services remained OPEN
THROUGHOUT the pandemic, and
alongside our funders, we ensured
contact, development and support with our
young people and their families. In fact, our
street work increased from day one of
lockdown in partnership with the Police
and Fire Service. With the immediate help
of some funders, we issued computers,
tablets, and connectivity devices to young
people. We immediately took on a Family
Support Worker in appreciation of how

difficult the task of home schooling,
finding food & financing was about to
become. We began delivering 1-2-1
support online, then in the park for ‘walk
& talk ‘sessions. Of course, there were
the ubiquitous weekly quizzes as well as
online keyboard and guitars lessons, a
ring around of hundreds of young people
to check in with them individually, food
parcel deliveries, and as time went on,
the introduction of tutors to help with
school catch-up.
At the same time we attempted to open
our first Ofsted registered Children’s
home, but the long shadow of Covid
affected recruitment, staffing, planning &
inspections and our timescales slipped.
We are supremely confident we will
be up and running in the next couple of
months.

I am so grateful to
everyone
who helped
us stay open,
and of course
to our
young people
who continue
to
demonstrate
resilience
and make us
laugh!
- Clare

Thank you to our supporters...
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> Crunching the numbers

185 377 106.5
activity sessions
delivered

detached
sessions delivered

hours of online engagement
(March - April 20)

(July 20 - March 21)

194

sessions provided to
families by the Family Support
Worker

hours spent keeping in touch
with young people via social
media (April - June 20)

2,274 888

113

referrals from schools,
social workers, EHAT and carers
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84

young people attended
activities

face-to-face targeted support
sessions provided

(July 20 - March 21)

7,130

young people seen on detached
(aggregate)
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> March - April delivery
LOCKDOWN HIT
The PF switch to home
working.
New skills and
communication styles
developed quickly

11

36

laptops
bought

tablets
bought

INVISIBLE CHILD
CAMPAIGN LAUNCHED
£10,000 grant received
from the Steven Morgan
Foundation

DETACHED WORK
CONTINUES
The PF Youth Workers
continue their detached
work in North Liverpool.
Staying connected with
young people.
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PF ONLINE LAUNCHED

239

1-2-1 Targeted Support sessions
take place via video or telephone
calls

hours of youth
development

Youth engagement took place
across social media, video calls
and Zoom drop in sessions.
Virtual Games Nights, Weekly
Challenges and Online Quizzes
all took place

106.5
hours
engaging
online

“You have really
helped me and I
don’t know
what I would
have done with
out your help.”
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> May delivery

EMERGENCY FUNDING
RECEIVED
DOOR STEP
VISITS COMMENCE

ONLINE GROUP
ZOOM SESSIONS
PROVE POPULAR

Both John Armitage and Comic Relief
awarded us emergency funds that allowed us
to;
> Increase the number of sessions we had on
for young people
> Purchase large amounts of PPE to sustain
us throughout the pandemic
> Do a deep clean of our youth unit, allowing
us to safely re-open

10
young people
had exclusions
lifted/revoked

12
FUNDING SECURED FOR OUR
FAMILY SUPPORT WORKER
Funding received to enable us to
appoint a Family Support Worker
for our Targeted Support Service.
This allows us to support families
on a 1-2-1 basis.
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young people
had new
Education Health
Care Plans
(EHCP)

6
families supported
into the
Households into
Work
Programme

“The Family
Support Worker came
into our life at
the right time. She
was like an angel in
disguise.”
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> Spotlight on: Our Family Support Work
In the past year, via the addition of our Family Support Worker, we have delivered....
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15

23

12

Young people families
received Christmas
Toy vouchers

Young people
relocated into new
education placements

Families received IT
equipment to maintain
contact through Covid

Families received
weekly foodhampers

16

10

6

Young people received
Christmas Selection
boxes

Young people
Had exclusions lifted/
revoked

Families were
supported into the
Households to Work
programme

12

43

7

Young people
had new Education
Health Care Plans
(EHCP) agreed

Multi-agency meetings
attended with & on
behalf of families

Families enrolled at
the Community Shop
(access to discounted
food

10
Families received keep
warm items (pyjamas
etc.)

8
Families supported via
their Housing
associations
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> June - July delivery
FACE TO FACE
SESSIONS
RESUMED
PARENT CATCH UP IN
PARKS
121 WALKS
STARTED
Following Government
guidance, we started
121 walk and talk sessions

Our Family Support Worker
stared to commence
socially distanced walks in
local parks in order to meet
up face to face with families.

DOOR STEP
VISITS
CONTINUED
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WE JOINED FORCES
WITH LOCAL PARTNERS
TO DELIVER FOOD
PARCELS

We finally got the green
light to re-open the doors to
our youth space (Unit B3),
following all Government
and National Youth
Agency guidelines.

COMMUNITY SHOP
ENROLMENT
We started sign-posting families
to this local service and have
since worked together on several
projects such as healthy eating
campaigns
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> August - September delivery
76

SCHOOL

574
REACH OUT
CAMPAIGN

participants
contacted

We secured £5,000 in funding
to deliver this project, which
aimed to contact young
people who had not accessed
our serviced in a while, to see
if they wanted to reconnect.

INTERVENTION
DEMAND
INCREASED

5

referrals to our

sessions
delivered in
schools

Schools re-opened and our
1-2-1 sessions delivered in
schools resumed as well.

Targeted Support
Service

ONLINE GROUP
SESSIONS STILL
RUN
1-2-1 FAMILY
MEETINGS
CONTINUE

11
FACE TO FACE
TARGETED SUPPORT
RESUMED
We were able to welcome
young people back for
face-to-face targeted support
sessions in our dedicated
counselling rooms
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laptops
purchased and
distributed

BACK ON TRACK
We received funds from the
Lottery as part of a Back on Track
campaign. These funds were
used to deliver 1-2-1 tutors and
to provide tech to help young
people catch-up
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> October delivery
ONLINE AND FACE
TO FACE TUITION
A group of young people
took part in 1-2-1 tutoring
sessions covering a range
of subjects such as
English, Maths and
Science.

PODCAST SESSIONS
COMMENCE
This focused on
themes such as
mental health,
racism, Covid-19
and current
affairs

HALF-TERM
ACTIVITIES

Detached staff took to
the streets on Mischief
Night to help try and
pre-empt anti-social
and / or criminal
behaviour
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These sessions aimed to
help them catch-up with
work missed due to Covid.

We;
- Ran 3 film night slots for 45
young people to give them
something fun to do.
- Joined in with a national virtual
dance class
- Ran football sessions
- Ran cookery classes with the
Community Shop

MISCHIEF NIGHT
MANAGED

13
young people
supported

4
wards in North
Liverpool
covered
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> November and December delivery
#WINTERWARM
CAMPAIGN
ADVENT CALENDARS
DONATED

ONLINE
GUITAR LESSONS

We received a
donation of advent
calendars from Fans
Supporting Foodbanks,
which were distributed
via our Family Support
Worker

6 young people took
part in this 12-week
programme, aimed
at taking them from
beginner to players!

6
young people
learnt to play
guitar
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We used these funds,
along with other
donations received to
purchase and
distribute pyjamas to
local children

CHRISTMAS CHEER

CHRISTMAS MAGIC
EXISTS!
6 young people
received Christmas Toy
Vouchers were
donated by a very
generous donor

We received £3,000
from Sedulo who
selected us as their
nominated charity.

6
vouchers
distributed

In the build up to
Christmas we;
> Ran Festive Film
Nights
> Held open access
sessions where young
people could make
gingerbread houses,
attend games nights,
come along for a
pyjama night and much
more!
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> In the news: Guitar lessons struck a cord
“You’re on mute” “just waiting to
reconnect” “my webcam isn’t working”
“my WIFI is playing up” “the 40 minutes
are nearly up.” These are just some of
the phrases we’ve all become used to
as online activity has kept us connected
throughout lockdowns one, two and now
three. But, as frustrating as IT and WIFI
can sometimes be, it hasn’t stopped a
group of young people from Positive
Futures becoming budding Guitarists.
Only 12 weeks ago the group of 5 young
people were complete beginners, many
of them having never picked up a guitar
before never mind trying to play it. Now,
fast forward 3 months and they are
playing chords and plucking strings to
tunes such as House of the Rising Sun
and a few cheeky Beatles numbers too.
But perhaps one of the biggest
achievements for the group of young
people, has been that they have
achieved all of this virtually. Learning
from their tutor via Skype hasn’t always
been the easiest thing, but the group has

coped this with maturity, commitment and
most importantly enthusiasm.
Youth Development Worker Tom Coates
said;
“What has been absolutely brilliant
about these sessions is the positive and
proactive way our young people have
approached them. Everyone learns in
a different way and at different speeds,
so the group needed to be patient with
one another and support each other, and
that’s just what they have done!”
Tom went on to say;
“Music is a language that is known all
over the world, and can bring people
together, even during lockdowns.
“Learning to play an instrument is a
brilliant skill because it uses different
parts of the brain and can support
mindfulness, it’s also brilliant for helping
to develop communication skills.”

“Music is a language
that is known all over
the world, and
can bring people
together, even during
lockdowns.”
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> January - Feb delivery

BE FREE
CAMPAIGN

8
young people
(across 3 cohorts)
trained

TUITION
CONTINUES
Tuition sessions in the
likes of English and
Maths continued
during the weekends

Be Free Ambassador
training which allowed
our young people to
become an
ambassador for mental
health and support
other young people

POSITIVE
FUTURES
HOMES GROWS
The new Registered
Care Manager was
appointed at Positive
Futures Homes, taking
us one step closer to
welcoming our first
young person

ONLINE QUIZ NIGHTS
FOR ALL
Young people and their families joined
us for virtual quiz nights in February. We
even supplied the tasty treats for them
to enjoy at home!

ONLINE MUSIC LESSONS
SCHOOL SUPPORT
SESSIONS
As most schools were forced
to close again, we opened Unit
B3 during school time to give
young people a safe, quiet
place to attend online school
and complete their homework
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We launched our first
piano/keyboard
sessions for our
young people.
These taught
young people
them to read
got involved
music, learn cords
and play music.

5

RECRUITED WIDER
POSITIVE FUTURES
HOMES TEAM
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> March delivery

KFC TAKEOVER!
We took over their Instagram
account for a day, to raise
awareness of the Psyched!
project that they are directly
funding, as well as other
projects. We wanted to give
their followers a glimpse into
the work we do!

“I wanted to say a
huge thank you to you
and the team for your
takeover of our IG
account last week, it
was absolutely
brilliant, completely
loved it.”
- Louise Norris KFC

SCHOOL SESSIONS
RESUMED
Work commenced with a
further 2 schools. Our staff
worked with small groups of
young people on issues such
as friends and friendships,
team building, racism and
bullying.

Foundation Manager

SATURDAY LADS
SESSION
After spending a lot of time
developing a trusting relationship
with a group of young people
during detached sessions, they
decided to start attending our
youth space on a Saturday to
give them a safe space to meet
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DRAMA SESSIONS
BEGAN
A group of young people
attended 8 weekly workshops
lead by LIPA student Beth. By
the end, they were
performance ready and took
place in a group performance!
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> Case study: Targeted Support Service
A YP was referred to Positive Futures by his mum;
his sibling had previously benefited from our
Targeted Support Service. He is a 16-year-old boy
was refusing to attend school and was spending
a lot of time with young people who engaged in
low level anti-social behaviour. His behaviour was
becoming increasingly withdrawn but he agreed
to doing some 1-2-1 sessions with a Targeted
Support Worker.
Our assessment highlighted that he was at very
high risk of depression and health anxiety. He set
a goal of attending school every day, if only for a
few hours.
The intervention
We agreed a plan of action: The YP enrolled onto
a skiing course which would require a
commitment every weekend for 6 weeks
alongside a course of 1-2-1 sessions informed by
the principles of Cognitive Behavioural Therapy.
He engaged well and his school attendance shot
up.
Halfway through the intervention, he was
admitted to hospital and was an inpatient for a few
weeks. He was diagnosed with Type 1 diabetes
and this exacerbated his health anxiety
significantly. He now refused to leave the house
let alone attend school. It was necessary to
change the goal and plan of action.

Our in-house Family Support Worker became
involved, and we advocated on their behalf with
the school, who were threatening legal action due
to such low attendance. Diabetes wasn’t stopping
him leaving the house, but his anxiety was. He
developed such strong anxiety that he believed
he would die if he didn’t have immediate access
to a bathroom and his medications, at any point.
We continued 1-2-1 support whilst arranging
relevant meetings with teachers and
educational welfare services.
The impact
The threat of court action was stopped, and
school agreed a personalised timetable and
flexibility for him which included daily meetings
with the school concierge on arrival –
essentially school made them his personal
‘nurse’ while on school premises.
After 10 1-2-1 sessions and a range of multi-agency
meetings he started attending school again on a
reduced timetable.
The outcomes
His still had health anxiety at the point the
intervention came to an end, but he
managed it sufficiently to ensure it had limited
impact on his education.
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> Our Board Members

> Paul Kennedy

> Peter Dickinson

> Colette McKune

> Graham Morris OBE

Director and Chair

Director

Director

Director
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